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The impostor phenomenon (IP) refers to intense thoughts of fraudulence reported by
high-achieving individuals. Since it has been shown to account for several personal
and work-related complications, effective interventions are greatly needed. Against the
background of mindset theory, we developed and tested two mindset interventions. We
evaluated the impact of a coaching and a training intervention adopting a randomized
controlled outcome design. One hundred and three young employees were randomly
assigned to receive coaching (n = 36), training (n = 33), or no intervention (n = 34).
Results reveal that coaching was an effective mindset intervention for sustainably
reducing IP scores. Fear of negative evaluation emerged to mediate the relation between
the coaching intervention and the reduced IP scores significantly. Moreover, coaching
improved self-enhancing attributions and self-efficacy and reduced the tendency to
cover up errors as well as the fear of negative evaluation. Training was superior in regard
to knowledge acquisition. Specific implications are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

The impostor phenomenon (IP) refers to intense thoughts of intellectual and/or professional
fraudulence despite verifiable achievements; it prevents high-achieving individuals from being
proud of their success and exploiting their maximum potential (Clance and Imes, 1978; Neureiter
and Traut-Mattausch, 2016a). People with high expressions of the IP believe that their success is
due to some kind of luck or error, and they live in constant fear of being exposed as unintelligent
or less competent (Clance, 1985; Harvey and Katz, 1985; Jöstl et al., 2012). In early research on
the IP it was also called the impostor syndrome, as it was thought to be somehow pathological.
Research along these lines focused on personal, health-relevant consequences, and studies found
that it caused psychological distress, lower well-being, (social) anxiety, and depression (Chrisman
et al., 1995; Henning et al., 1998; Thompson et al., 1998; September et al., 2001; Bernard et al.,
2002; Oriel et al., 2004). More recently, the syndrome has been thought to be a set of non- or
subclinical cognitive features (e.g., Vergauwe et al., 2015; Neureiter and Traut-Mattausch, 2016a),
and the IP has emerged as a more suitable term. Diverse expressions of the IP have been recognized
in different cultures (Chae et al., 1995; Clance et al., 1995) as well as in different groups, such as
marketing managers (Fried-Buchalter, 1997), undergraduate entrepreneurs (Sightler and Wilson,
2001), engineering students (French et al., 2008), medical, dental, nursing, and pharmacy students
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(Henning et al., 1998), and residents in family medicine (Oriel
et al., 2004) and internal medicine (Legassie et al., 2008). In
accordance with the original description of the IP (Clance
and Imes, 1978), IP thoughts develop based on an individual’s
learning history, starting in childhood, in terms of developmental
lessons of correlation and causality. People with high expressions
of the IP make attributions that inhibit any growth in self-
esteem (e.g., Cozzarelli and Major, 1990). In cases of success,
they attribute it to factors other than ability, such as some
kind of luck or charm or knowing the right people (Clance
and O’Toole, 1987; Cozzarelli and Major, 1990). They do not
internalize their achievements and remain fearful of failing
the next time (see also “the impostor cycle”; Clance, 1985).
Furthermore, individuals with high expressions of the IP have
been shown to feel affectively worse and to suffer a greater loss
in state self-esteem than those with low expressions of the IP if
they subjectively failed in an exam (Cozzarelli and Major, 1990).
Moreover, they overgeneralize the implications of single failure
experiences for their global self-concept (Thompson et al., 1998).

Along the way, several—mostly negative—consequences
regarding career- and work-related variables have been identified.
For instance, the IP has been found to be negatively related
to (research) self-efficacy beliefs (Jöstl et al., 2012; McDowell
et al., 2015; Neureiter and Traut-Mattausch, 2017), organizational
citizenship behavior, affective commitment, job satisfaction, and
perceived organizational support (Grubb and McDowell, 2012;
McDowell et al., 2015; Vergauwe et al., 2015; Neureiter and
Traut-Mattausch, 2016b) in working people. Moreover, the IP
has been shown to decrease career planning, career exploration,
career striving, career decision making, and the motivation to
lead (Neureiter and Traut-Mattausch, 2016a, 2017). Against this
empirical background and recent published articles calling for
interventions that may reduce the experience of IP thoughts
(e.g., Neureiter and Traut-Mattausch, 2016a, 2017; Brauer and
Proyer, 2017), we were inspired to create potential interventions
that could be applied in the work context. Especially because, to
the best of our knowledge, empirical examined interventions to
reduce expressions of the IP totally lack.

Theoretical Background
Dweck’s mindset theory (Dweck, 1986; Hong et al., 1999) offers
a useful theoretical background for the career- and work-
related consequences of the IP outlined above. It is especially
appropriate as it deals with beliefs that influence responses to
challenges and setbacks (Dweck and Leggett, 1988; Hong et al.,
1999). This theory (for an overview see Burnette et al., 2013)
posits that individuals believe human attributes are either fixed
(entity theory; fixed mindset) or malleable (incremental theory;
growth mindset). According to previous studies, such beliefs have
serious implications for reactions to challenges and motivation
and can affect whether one chooses to engage in or forgo
demanding activities (Dweck and Leggett, 1988; Mueller and
Dweck, 1998). For instance, entity theorists tend to fear failure
feedback because they interpret it as evidence of their inadequate
ability, whereas incremental theorists tend to be less fearful
of such feedback because they consider it useful information
that supports the longer term goals of learning and developing

mastery (Burnette et al., 2013). Langford (1990) postulated a
link between the IP and an entity approach (Dweck, 1986),
stating that the IP is related to a cognitive mindset, in which
attributes such as intelligence are viewed as stable traits and
mistakes are believed to indicate personal failure and inadequacy.
This assumption earned further support when an empirical
study, investigating if the IP affects individuals’ mindsets, showed
that impostors—individuals with high expressions of the IP—
truly tend to be entity theorists (Kumar and Jagacinski, 2006),
in that they are convinced that attributes such as abilities or
intelligence cannot be changed and are represented as limited,
stable entities. Impostors’ fixed mindsets will prevent them from
experiencing growth in confidence in their ability after achieving
success at work. Instead, their conviction of being less capable
than others think they are remains stable, reinforcing their
feelings of fraudulence – a so-called impostor cycle (see further
Clance, 1985).

In the work context, if individuals affected by the IP have
a fixed (entity) mindset, they will judge their ability to attain
a given level of performance (self-efficacy; e.g., Bandura, 1977)
as fixed, stable, and unchangeable. Under this assumption, their
self-efficacy does not get the chance to grow through achieved
accomplishments, as is the case for unaffected individuals who
hold a growth mindset. Furthermore, the positive relation
between the IP and the fear of failure (Ross et al., 2001; Kumar
and Jagacinski, 2006; Neureiter and Traut-Mattausch, 2016a)
is fairly clear from an entity mindset perspective. Impostors
would tend to interpret failure as evidence of their constantly
feared insufficient ability. This is also in line with some original
assumptions regarding the IP that impostors overgeneralize
failure and consider it internal and stable (Clance and Imes, 1978;
Chae et al., 1995; Thompson et al., 1998). Findings that impostors
show decreased levels of career planning, career exploration,
career striving, career decision making, and motivation to lead
(Neureiter and Traut-Mattausch, 2016a, 2017) are also plausible
if it is assumed they do not believe in growth and might therefore
tend to forgo demanding activities that would promote successful
career development.

Interventions for Reducing Expressions
of the IP
This research suggests that interventions aimed at reducing
the personnel consequences of the IP in the career and work
context should focus on implementing a growth mindset (Yeager
et al., 2016). Exhibiting a growth mindset has already been
shown to reduce negative effects on academic achievement in
vulnerable groups (Claro et al., 2016). From the perspective of
cognitive neuroscience, a growth mindset induction contributes
to better cognitive control (Schroder et al., 2014), which
might be especially useful, given that impostors demonstrate an
external locus of control and unstable, external attributions in
successful achievement situations (e.g., Brauer and Wolf, 2016).
Hence, potential interventions should focus first on participants’
understanding that their feelings and behaviors may stem from
their way of thinking about ability and performance as stable
and unchangeable (entity approach) and second on fostering a
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mindset from which development can take place (incremental
approach). Participants should explore the idea of a growth
mindset to generate alternative ways of thinking about their
abilities. This could help improve impostors’ basic assumptions
about the belief that their successful performance is due to
some kind of luck (external-unstable-specific success attribution)
or that mistakes indicate a personal deficiency (internal-stable-
global failure attribution). We wanted to facilitate a growth
mindset approach, where abilities are assumed to grow, where
impostors’ failure and success attributions become more self-
enhancing and their self-efficacy has a chance to increase. This
means that individuals affected by the IP should learn to make
internal-stable-global attributions in case of positive events (self-
enhancing attributions) and no longer in case of negative ones
(self-destructive attributions). As a result, IP-affected individuals
should recognize their own competence and believe in the growth
of abilities, even through learning from mistakes.

To create an appropriate intervention that fosters a mindset
change, we considered that both a coaching and a training are
thought to be helpful in reducing IP feelings as recommended by
previous works (Clance, 1986; Klinkhammer and Saul-Soprun,
2009). We conducted an intervention study to evaluate the
effectiveness of these intervention approaches.

Intervention Study
To address the deeply rooted set of cognitive features associated
with the IP, an intense intervention, in which participants
are required to actively go through a deep reflection and
introspection regarding their fixed mindset, might be most
effective. According to the findings of Spence et al. (2008),
interventions that rely more on methods of facilitation and
support than on education are able to achieve greater health
behavior change. This is where coaching comes to the fore.
Coaching can be described as a goal-focused helping relationship
(Grant and Cavanagh, 2004; Grant et al., 2010b) where a coach
and a client engage in a collaborative effort to set personal goals
and develop, monitor, evaluate, and modify goal-appropriate
activities (Grant et al., 2009) tailored to the individual’s specific
needs in the context of organizational-level goals (Grant, 2001;
Bond and Seneque, 2013). Indeed, coaching has been found
to be a useful tool for individual development and facilitation
of positive experiences in the professional lives of non-clinical
individuals (Grant, 2003; Grant et al., 2010b; Theeboom et al.,
2014). Further support was provided by Theeboom et al. (2014)
summary of their meta-analytic findings that “coaching is an
effective tool for improving the functioning of individuals in
organizations” (p. 12). In particular, empirical findings have
indicated that it is probable that participants’ self-enhancing
attributions and self-efficacy as well as their environmental
mastery and self-acceptance are increased through coaching
(Green et al., 2006; Finn, 2007; Spence and Grant, 2007; Spence
et al., 2008; Moen and Skaalvik, 2009). Thus, it seems possible
that a coaching intervention will increase some IP-related positive
characteristics, thereby fostering a growth mindset. Moreover,
applying coaching interventions has been shown to be effective
in decreasing depression, anxiety, and stress (Grant, 2003, 2008;
Green et al., 2007; Grant et al., 2009, 2010a), additional variables

highly related to the IP (Chrisman et al., 1995; Thompson
et al., 1998; Bernard et al., 2002; Oriel et al., 2004; McGregor
et al., 2008). Furthermore, coaching could be an appropriate
intervention for our purpose as it facilitates individuals’ cognitive
reframing of work experiences and attitudes (Grant, 2001;
Theeboom et al., 2014).

Altogether, coaching appears to have larger and more
consistent positive effects on outcome criteria compared to
other popular interventions in the organizational context (for
an overview and recent meta-analytical findings see Theeboom
et al., 2014; Sonesh et al., 2015; Jones et al., 2016). Accordingly,
we created a coaching intervention aimed at an IP score
reduction by fostering a growth mindset. As the IP involves
a shame component, such an intervention must show high
sensitivity. Forcing participants to reflect on their IP cognitions
and the associated long-held fixed mindset may alienate them
and produce resistors. We addressed this issue by labeling the
intervention “Fit for the Job” and presenting it as one of a number
of diverse resource-oriented further education offerings. We
concentrated on susceptible individuals—young employees who
still needed to establish themselves in their work environment
(e.g., Clance and Imes, 1978). We attempted to work on their
mindset by improving their attributional style (internal-stable-
global attributions in case of positive events and no longer in
case of negative ones) and their self-efficacy. In addition to
increasing these beneficial mindset characteristics, applying a
coaching intervention enabled us to work on IP-related negative
features, such as impostors’ strong tendency to cover up errors
and high fear of negative evaluation. Mindset theory suggests
that by applying a coaching intervention, on the one hand, it
might be possible to increase positive features related to a growth
mindset and, on the other hand, decrease negative features related
to a fixed mindset. Therefore, we considered working on two
positive features, namely, self-enhancing attributions and self-
efficacy, and on two negative ones, namely, tendency to cover up
errors and fear of negative evaluation. Guided by mindset theory,
we made use of these indicators of a growth and a fixed mindset.
A mindset shift could have been induced by the intervention if a
change in the scores of the presumed indicators had occurred.

As coaching is assumed to be especially effective when working
on (positive) behavior change compared to interventions that rely
on education (Spence et al., 2008), we created a group training
as a control intervention. In the training, approximately the
same issues were addressed, but the setting differed. Training
in general can be seen as a planned and systematic process
that promotes the acquisition of knowledge, skills, and attitudes
through instruction, demonstration, and practice (e.g., Salas
and Cannon-Bowers, 2001; Salas et al., 2012). In addition to
this control intervention, we compared participants receiving
our coaching (or training) intervention to participants who
did not get any intervention during data collection, which
enabled us to get particular information regarding the effects of
the interventions.

Our first goal was to evaluate the interventions regarding their
specific effects. In this respect, the specification of appropriate
coaching and training outcome criteria was required. First of
all, the acceptance of and specific need for interventions is
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an important issue for the implementation of learning and
development activities in organizations (Kirkpatrick, 1994).
Thus, our first outcome criteria are more basic level, referring
to participants’ satisfaction and considering the intervention
as beneficial and relevant. Since both interventions (coaching
and training) provided support for the employees while they
mastered their job role, we expected similar reactions in terms
of participants’ satisfaction and utility judgments (Hypothesis 1).

Second, learning and development interventions are provided
to build job-relevant knowledge, skills, or attitudes (Kirkpatrick,
1994). Considering the reported characteristic features of
coaching and training, we assumed the training intervention
would be superior to the coaching intervention in conveying
content-related knowledge (Hypothesis 2). Conversely, we
expected that coaching would be more beneficial for participants
to acquire individualized strategies for successfully managing
their career (Hypothesis 3).

Third, coaching is aimed at impacting organizational results
through the achievement of clients’ personal coaching goals, and
thus goal attainment is regarded as a key coaching outcome
criterion (Jones et al., 2016). For instance, clients’ work related
coaching goals could include analyzing and deliberately using
personal strengths that facilitate the fulfillment of one’s job
role, growing in confidence, or increasing performance. There
is evidence that coaching effectively promotes the achievement
of clients’ coaching goals (Theeboom et al., 2014) and that this
impact goes beyond that of traditional development methods
such as training (Losch et al., 2016). We therefore hypothesized
that the coaching intervention would be superior in helping
participants achieve their coaching goals (Hypothesis 4).

Fourth, the main objective of the interventions created
was to facilitate a mindset shift from an entity to a growth
mindset to reduce expressions of the IP. Building on
previous research and emphasizing the positive impact
of coaching on IP-related variables, we assumed that the
coaching intervention would have the greatest power to
reduce IP scores in comparison to the training intervention
and no intervention condition (Hypothesis 5). Moreover,
we intended to investigate if a fostered growth mindset
is responsible for the assumed IP score reduction. Thus,
we expected that reduced IP scores of participants in the
coaching intervention condition would be demonstrated by
increased growth mindset indicators, namely, self-enhancing
attributions, and self-efficacy (Hypothesis 6a). With regards
to reducing negative features associated with a fixed mindset,
we expected that reduced IP scores of participants in the
coaching intervention condition would be explained by a lower
tendency to cover up errors and less fear of negative evaluation
(Hypothesis 6b).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Design
We implemented a 3 × 3 factorial design with the between-
subjects factor intervention condition (coaching intervention,
training intervention, no intervention) and the within-
subject factor time of measurement (preintervention

[T0/T01], immediately after the intervention [T1], 5 weeks
post-intervention [T2]).

Participants and Procedure
In all, 70 male and 33 female participants with a mean age of
M = 18.39 years (SD = 2.00) took part in all three waves of the
survey. In terms of education, the largest proportion reported
having a secondary school certificate (78%); the remaining
participants reported having a higher school certificate (13%),
a junior high school certificate (8%), a commercial school
certificate (1%), or no school certificate (1%). Regarding their
work experience, the largest percentage reported having 1–
12 months (46%), followed by 13–24 months (37%), 25–
36 months (16%), or more than 36 months (2%).

We recruited participants who were selected to be trainees
in one of two companies that operate internationally in the
industrial sector and are specialized in sensor technology in
Germany. We used this sample as young employees were
expected to be especially susceptible to IP cognitions. A total
of 103 participants were randomly assigned to one of the
three experimental conditions: 36 to the coaching intervention
(35%), 33 to the training intervention (32%), and 34 to the no
intervention condition (33%). The T0 questionnaire included
demographic questions containing gender, age, nationality,
education, and work experience as well as a scale for assessing
IP scores and goal attainment. Moreover, we assessed motivation
and the components of a potential analysis at this time point.
Additionally, participants answered questions immediately after
each session that have been used for another study purpose.
Moreover, goal attainment was once again obtained immediately
at the end of the first session (T01). The T1 questionnaire,
administered immediately after the intervention, included
questions about satisfaction and utility, career management,
and the mediators attributional style, self-efficacy, tendency to
cover up errors, and fear of negative evaluation. Furthermore,
we again addressed IP scores and goal attainment at this
measurement point and included a multiple choice questionnaire
to assess content-related knowledge. The T2 questionnaire
was administered 5 weeks after the end of the intervention
and included measures assessing IP scores, goal attainment,
tendency to cover up errors, fear of negative evaluation, and
career management. All scales were presented online except for
utility and satisfaction, which were assessed in paper-and-pencil
form. In the end, participants were debriefed. As a reward,
all participants could get the results of the potential analyses
based on the evaluated variables of the Bochumer Inventory
for work specific personality descriptions six factors BIP-6-F
(Hossiep and Krügers, 2012).

As reported above, all interventions were labeled as
resource-oriented further education offerings for optimizing
job performance with the running title “Fit for the Job.”
Each intervention consisted of nine 40-min units spread
over three sessions (each 120 min) with 2-week intervals
between the sessions.

Coaching Intervention
The coaching intervention took place in a one-on-one dyadic
setting so that the client could work on his or her individual
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issues and goals with the personal coach. At the beginning, the
coaches supported the participants in refining personal goals
they had identified prior to the intervention into more well-
defined outcome goals for the coaching process that met the
criteria of goal-setting theory (e.g., SMART, Doran, 1981; Locke
and Latham, 1990). The coaching intervention was characterized
by systematic support in developing beliefs in a self-efficacious
working self, corresponding to a growth mindset. Therefore,
participants reflected on their abilities with the coach and were
encouraged to ask for feedback from colleagues and other related
parties regarding their strengths and development as a take-
home exercise between sessions. The coach worked with the
participants collaboratively on the feedback results during the
coaching session to facilitate their beliefs in their performance.
To foster a positive impression, participants were encouraged
to write a “letter to myself ” describing their individual findings
and progress that the coach would send to them half a year after
the coaching intervention ended. Moreover, participants reflected
on their “inner drivers” and their “inner team” (Schulz von
Thun, 2013). Another issue was the participants’ concern about
mistakes (tendency to cover up errors) and their fear of negative
evaluation. For instance, the participants received a newspaper
article showing positive aspects of making mistakes and worked
through it collaboratively with the coach. Furthermore, the coach
and the participant reflected on the personal attributional style in
the case of failure and success. The intervention ended with the
evaluation of the coaching process and their goal attainment.

Coaches were master’s students in psychology who had
successfully completed a professional supervised 1-year coaching
training (about 220 h) with a focus on career planning (for
education concept see Braumandl et al., 2013). In the first part
of the training program, experienced coaches provided students
with theoretical information and practical training on coaching-
specific skills. These include, for example, questioning techniques
to effectively facilitate clients’ goal attainment and self-reflection.
Training exercises and the following peer-coaching sessions
addressed issues relating to career planning, such as identification
of strengths and potentials, specification of resources and
competences, shaping values and meaning, and the development
of action plans. The second part of the training program
involved the practical application of coaching skills in client
coaching, which was covered by three supervision sessions from
professionally trained supervisors.

Training Intervention
As the control intervention was a training intervention, it was
conducted in a group setting with 8–10 participants and one
trainer. Given the nature of training and in aid of group processes,
essential training elements such as ice breakers, introduction
rounds, quick energizers, repetition of content to facilitate the
transfer of the learning input, and feedback were implemented
(Brinkmann, 2008; Döring, 2009; Weidemann, 2015). At the
beginning, the trainer (as the coaches did) encouraged the
participants to refine the personal goals they had identified prior
to the intervention into more well-defined outcome goals that
met the criteria of goal-setting theory (e.g., SMART, Doran, 1981;
Locke and Latham, 1990). Therefore the participants had to

write down concrete steps that needed to be taken to realize
wishes that were expressed to a “training fairy” in advance.
Also the training intervention was characterized by systematic
support in developing beliefs of a self-efficacious working self,
corresponding to a growth mindset, although it was based on
theoretical concepts and group interaction. That is, participants
reflected on their abilities and development with the people
sitting next to them. The approach was based on theoretical
input regarding social competence, interpersonal competence,
and expertise. To foster a positive impression, participants were
encouraged to make “paintings” of their individual findings and
progress. Moreover, participants learned about the theory of
“inner drivers” and the “inner team” (Schulz von Thun, 2013)
and they discussed this in groups of three. As in the coachings,
another issue was the participants’ concern about mistakes
(tendency to cover up errors) and the fear of negative evaluation.
In this intervention the participants received a newspaper
article showing positive aspects of making mistakes and read
through it with the other training participants. Furthermore, the
trainer told participants about attributional style theory (Heider,
1958) and gave an example situation. The intervention ended
with participants’ evaluation of the training process and their
goal attainment.

The trainer was also a master’s student in psychology who had
on the top of the coaching training described above successfully
completed a professional train-the-trainer program. To ensure
consistency in study procedure, we used guidelines to instruct
the coaches and the trainer about the content and structure of
each coaching/training session (for more details regarding the
coaching and the training intervention, see Muck, 2015).

No Intervention Condition
Participants in this condition did not receive any intervention
during the time of data collection but received a training
intervention in time management afterward. The study design
and procedure is displayed in Table 1.

Measures
Unless noted otherwise, all items were rated on a five-point scale
ranging from 1 (not at all true) to 5 (very true).

TABLE 1 | Overview of the study design and procedure.

Intervention sessions

Condition 10 days 14 days 5 weeks

T0 Session 1 T01 Session 2 Session 3 T1 T2

Coaching
intervention

x x x x x x x

Training
intervention

x x x x x x x

No
intervention

x x x x

Study procedure is depicted in chronological order from left to right;
T0 = preintervention; T01 = immediately at the end of the first session;
T1 = immediately after the intervention; T2 = post-intervention.
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Motivation
To assess motivation, we used the external regulation subscale of
the Situational Motivation Scale (SIMS; Guay et al., 2000). The
scale consisted of four items (e.g., “Because I am supposed to do
it”) and the introductory question was “Why are you attending
the coaching/training/further education offering?” In the current
sample, internal consistency was adequate (αT0 = 0.77).

Satisfaction
To assess satisfaction, we used the eight-item scale by Mäthner
et al. (2005). The scale was adapted for the coaching and
the training intervention (e.g., “I was very satisfied with the
coaching/training process”). The internal consistency in the
current sample was adequate (αT1 = 0.76).1

Utility
To assess the perceived utility of the intervention after it ended
(T1), we used the two-item scale by Kauffeld et al. (2009). The first
item was “How relevant has the intervention been for your job?”
and the second item was “How beneficial was the intervention for
future working tasks?” The items were rated on a scale ranging
from 0 to 100% (in 10% increments). A correlation analysis
revealed a significant correlation (rT1 = 0.38, p = 0.001).

Content-Related Knowledge
To assess the content-related knowledge conveyed by the
interventions, we created a multiple choice questionnaire with
11 questions. Each question had four response options. Each
correct answer earned 1 point. More points represent more
content-related knowledge.

Career Management
To assess career management, we used the Career Management
Scale developed by Gould (1979) and translated into German by
Rowold (2004). The scale comprised nine items (e.g., “I know
what to do to reach my career goals”). In the current sample,
internal consistency was adequate to questionable (αT1 = 0.73;
αT2 = 0.65).

IP Scores
We used the CIPS (Clance, 1985; Klinkhammer and Saul-Soprun,
2009; Brauer and Wolf, 2016) to measure the IP. We used it in a
slightly modified version as we added an introductory sentence
“In the last 2 weeks. . .” to assess the current IP occurrence. In
the current sample, internal consistency for the CIPS was good
(αT0 = 0.87; αT1 = 0.80; αT2 = 0.86). For correlations across time
points see Table 2.

Goal Attainment
The clarification of current issues and goal setting is one of the
first activities in the establishment of a goal-focused coaching
agreement. Clients might create goals before the intervention
starts (T0), but evidence (Losch et al., 2016) suggests a more
valid measure of goal attainment occurs when clients focus on
specific goals after exploring them deeply in the first session

1We excluded item 7 (“I was able to transfer the experience to my job”) from
further analyses due to low internal consistency.

TABLE 2 | Correlations across time points regarding IP scores.

Condition T0–T1 T1–T2 T0–T2

r p r p R p

Coaching intervention 0.17 0.325 0.48* 0.003 0.29† 0.088

Training intervention 0.66* < 0.001 0.45* 0.009 0.69* < 0.001

No intervention 0.65* < 0.001 0.74* < 0.001 0.62* < 0.001

N = 103, †p < 0.10, *p < 0.05.

(T01). Using T01 goal attainment scores as a baseline measure
makes it possible to match baseline and post-intervention goal
scores (T1, T2) more accurately. Therefore, participants rated
their current degree of goal attainment at T0, T01, T1, and T2 by
answering the question “As of right now, to what extent have you
attained this goal?” (Braumandl and Dirscherl, 2005; Biberacher,
2010; Ianiro et al., 2014) on a scale ranging from 1 (not at all
achieved) to 10 (fully achieved).

Attributional Style
To assess attributional style, from the attributional style
questionnaire for adults ASF-E (Poppe et al., 2005) we used the
6 of 16 scenarios that were suitable for our participants. Three
were positive events and three were negative events at work.
An example for a positive event is: “The main reason that my
supervisor gave me a compliment is. . ..” And an example for
a negative event is: “The main reason for being criticized on
my job is. . .” The response options ranged from 1 (lies within
other people) to 9 (lies within me) for internality; 1 (will change
over time) to 9 (will not change over time) for stability; and 1 (is
only valid for this situation) to 9 (is valid for all situations) for
globality2. Internal-stable-global attributions in case of positive
events were assigned to “self-enhancing attributions” and in case
of negative events to “self-destructive attributions.” In the current
sample, internal consistency was adequate for self-enhancing
attributions (αT1 = 0.75) as well as for self-destructive attributions
(αT1 = 0.71).

Self-Efficacy
To assess self-efficacy, we used the six-item scale (e.g., “When I
am confronted with a problem in my job, I can usually find several
solutions”) by Rigotti et al. (2008). In the current sample, internal
consistency was adequate (αT1 = 0.75).

Tendency to Cover Up Errors
To assess the tendency to cover up errors, we used the six-
item covering-up-errors subscale (e.g., “Why mention a mistake
when it isn’t obvious?”) of the Error Orientation Questionnaire
(Rybowiak et al., 1999; Bauer et al., 2004). The internal
consistency was questionable (αT1 = 0.61; αT2 = 0.62) in the
current sample. Nevertheless, we used it originally as an item
reduction would not boost the internal consistency at all.

2We changed the response scales of the ASF-E items from its original seven-point
scale to a nine-point scale.
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Fear of Negative Evaluation
To assess the fear of negative evaluation, we used the five-item
Fear of Negative Evaluation Scale (e.g., “Sometimes, I think I am
too concerned with what other people think of me”) by Kemper
et al. (2012). In the current sample, internal consistency was good
(αT1 = 0.85; αT2 = 0.80).

RESULTS

Preliminary Analyses
Table 3 presents means and standard deviations of the
study variables across intervention conditions and time of
measurement. First, preintervention (T0/T01) differences
across intervention conditions were analyzed using univariate
ANOVAs. Significant main effects were followed by post hoc
comparisons. The three groups were equivalent on IP scores at
T0, F(2,100) = 0.04, p = 0.965, η2 = 0.00, but differed in goal
attainment3 at T01, F(2,95) = 6.54, p = 0.002, η2 = 0.12. Pairwise
comparisons revealed that goal attainment scores of the coaching
intervention participants (MT01 = 4.89, SD = 1.53, p = 0.043)
and the no intervention participants (MT01 = 5.57, SD = 2.00,
p = 0.001) were significantly higher compared to those in the
training intervention condition (MT01 = 4.06, SD = 1.44). No
further significant differences occurred (ps > 0.05). To examine
the effect of the intervention conditions, post-intervention
(T1) and 5 weeks post-intervention (T2) scores were subjected
to ANCOVA with T0 IP and T01 goal attainment scores
as the covariates.

We further evaluated the impact of participants’ motivation
prior to the intervention and found that all participants
in all three conditions (coaching intervention, training
intervention, and no intervention) were equally motivated
at T0, F(2,100) = 1.61, p = 0.204, η2 = 0.03. As motivation was
not significantly associated with the outcome measures (over
all conditions: all r < |0.18|, all ps > 0.05, separately for each
condition: all r < |0.27|, all ps > 0.05), we did not control for this
variable in the main analyses.

Effectiveness of Interventions
Satisfaction and Utility Judgments (Hypothesis 1)
All participants of the coaching intervention and training
intervention were equally satisfied, F(1,67) = 0.10, p = 0.750,
η2 = 0.00, and made equal utility judgments about the
intervention, F(1,67) = 0.36, p = 0.550, η2 = 0.01, after the
intervention ended (T1). The results support Hypothesis 1.

Content-Related Knowledge (Hypothesis 2)
Participants in the training intervention condition scored
significantly higher on the multiple choice test measuring

3To test if goal attainment scores after the first session (T01) were comparable to T0
scores, we performed a mixed factorial ANOVA. There was a non-significant main
effect of the measurement time points (T0 vs. end of first session T01), F(1,95)
< 1, p = 0.368, η2 = 0.01, and a non-significant interaction effect between the
measurement time points and the intervention condition, F(2,95) = 1.04, p = 0.359,
η2 = 0.02, indicating that goal attainment scores at the end of the first session (T01)
represent an equivalent measure of goal attainment scores at T0.

content-related knowledge, F(2,100) = 4.93, p = 0.009, η2 = 0.09,
compared to participants in the coaching intervention (p = 0.040,
d = −0.514) and the no intervention (p = 0.003, d = −0.72)
condition. As further indicated by the LSD post hoc test, there was
no difference between participants in the coaching intervention
and the no intervention condition (p = 0.296, d = −0.26). Hence,
the training intervention conveyed significantly more content-
related knowledge, thereby supporting Hypothesis 2.

Career Management (Hypothesis 3)
Regarding the effects on career management, we conducted
a 3 (Intervention Condition) × 2 (Measurement Time Point)
ANOVA. As expected, participants in the coaching intervention
condition showed significantly higher scores, F(2,100) = 6.10,
p = 0.003, η2 = 0.11, compared to participants in the training
intervention (p = 0.006, d = −0.74) and the no intervention
(p = 0.002, d = −0.78) condition at T1. However, there was no
difference between participants in the training intervention and
the no intervention condition at T1 (p = 0.776, d = −0.06).
A similar effect was less strong but still visible 5 weeks after
the intervention (T2), F(2,100) = 3.52, p = 0.033, η2 = 0.07.
Participants in the coaching intervention showed by tendency
but not significant higher career management compared to
participants in the training intervention (p = 0.070, d = −0.45)
and significantly higher compared to the no intervention
(p = 0.012, d = −0.58) condition. Again, there was no difference
between participants in the training intervention and the no
intervention condition at T2 (p = 0.483, d = −0.18). Neither
the measurement time point effects nor the interaction effect
reached statistical significance (both Fs < 1, ps > 0.05). In sum,
coaching intervention participants showed significantly higher
career management that remained constant over time, lending
support to Hypothesis 3.

Goal Attainment (Hypothesis 4)
Regarding goal attainment scores, we found a significant
difference between the intervention conditions in the change
in goal attainment at T1 when covarying the T01 scores,
F(2,94) = 3.30, p = 0.041, η2 = 0.07. Pairwise comparisons
revealed that goal attainment was significantly higher for
coaching intervention participants compared to those in the no
intervention condition, p = 0.015, d = −0.39, and by tendency
but not significant higher compared to those in the training
intervention, p = 0.095, d = −0.61. When comparing the goal
attainment scores of participants in the training intervention
with those of participants in the no intervention condition, no
significant difference occurred, p = 0.446, d = 0.17. At the 5-
week post-intervention assessment (T2), there was a difference
in the change in goal attainment across groups, F(2,94) = 2.72,
p = 0.071, η2 = 0.06. As indicated by pairwise comparisons, goal
attainment scores of the coaching intervention participants were
significantly higher than those of participants who did not receive
any intervention, p = 0.031, d = −0.36. This time, participants
in the training intervention did not differ significantly compared

4Effect sizes were calculated with Psychometrica.de calculation methods #4 and #5
(Lenhard and Lenhard, 2016).
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to those in the coaching intervention, p = 0.101, d = 0.54,
or the no intervention condition, p = 0.599, d = 0.17. Again,
subsequent ANOVAs and pairwise comparisons were performed
to evaluate within-condition effects across time. No considerable
changes in goal attainment were observed in the no intervention
condition from T01 to T2, ps > 0.05, d = 0.16. By contrast,
goal attainment scores of participants who received the coaching
or training intervention increased significantly immediately after
the intervention from T01 to T1, p < 0.001, d = 0.91, and
p < 0.001, d = 0.81, respectively, and were maintained for 5 weeks
after the intervention ended (p = 0.870, d = 0.03, and p = 0.735,
d = 0.07, respectively). Overall, despite an observed large within-
condition change in training intervention participants’ goal
attainment scores, no significant differences compared to no
intervention participants occurred at T1 and T2. Hence, we found
support for our Hypothesis 4.

IP Scores (Hypothesis 5)
The IP scores were subjected to ANCOVA with preintervention
scores (T0) as the covariate. There was a significant difference
between the intervention conditions in the change in IP

scores immediately after the intervention (T1), F(2,99) = 12.54,
p < 0.001, η2 = 0.20. Pairwise comparisons revealed that the IP
scores of participants in the coaching intervention, p < 0.001,
d = 0.95, and training intervention, p = 0.003, d = 0.54,
were lower than the IP scores of the participants who had
no intervention. Participants who received the coaching tended
to have lower IP scores than those who received the training
intervention, p = 0.068, d = 0.52. Five weeks after the intervention
ended (T2), the intervention conditions also differed in the
change in IP scores, F(2,99) = 13.07, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.21.
Pairwise comparisons indicated that participants who received
coaching exhibited significantly lower IP scores than participants
in the training intervention, p = 0.001, d = 0.80, and no
intervention, p < 0.001, d = 1.02, condition. Comparing the
IP scores of the training intervention with those of the no
intervention participants, no significant difference occurred this
time, p = 0.181, d = 0.21.

Subsequent ANOVAs and pairwise comparisons were used
to reveal effects within each individual intervention condition
across time. According to the reported means depicted in Table 3,
IP scores significantly decreased in the coaching intervention,

TABLE 3 | Means and standard deviations of the variables.

Variable Condition

Coaching intervention Training intervention No intervention

M SD M SD M SD

T0

Motivation 3.35 1.11 2.91 0.82 3.18 1.13

IP scores 2.25 0.57 2.27 0.55 2.23 0.58

Goal attainmenta 4.49 1.82 4.27 1.74 5.23 1.83

T01

Goal attainmenta 4.89 1.53 4.06 1.44 5.57 2.00

T1

Satisfaction 3.72 0.46 3.69 0.41 – –

Utilityb 66.94 15.78 64.85 12.90 – –

Content-related knowledgec 5.67 2.44 7.00 2.83 5.00 2.70

Career management 3.64 0.47 3.22 0.66 3.18 0.69

IP scores 1.95 0.28 2.11 0.33 2.36 0.54

Goal attainmenta 6.60 2.08 5.45 1.68 5.77 2.16

Mediating variables

Self-enhancing attributions 6.90 0.95 6.43 1.19 5.98 0.96

Self-destructive attributions 5.11 1.20 5.29 0.71 5.34 1.31

Self-efficacy 4.39 0.68 3.74 0.69 3.41 0.68

Tendency to cover up errors 1.87 0.61 2.19 0.60 2.24 0.56

Fear of negative evaluation 2.04 0.68 2.24 0.88 2.54 0.96

T2

IP scores 1.79 0.30 2.12 0.48 2.22 0.52

Goal attainmenta 6.66 2.36 5.58 1.52 5.87 1.93

Career management 3.49 0.61 3.25 0.48 3.15 0.57

Tendency to cover up errors 1.74 0.56 2.27 0.49 2.28 0.36

Fear of negative evaluation 1.98 0.63 2.23 0.67 2.59 0.66

N = 103. aN = 98. Four participants were excluded from the analysis because they did not set a goal; one was excluded because of a missing value. bScores ranged
from 0 to 100. cScores ranged from 0 to 12.
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FIGURE 1 | Imposter phenomenon scores by condition and measurement
time point. T0 = preintervention; T1 = immediately after the intervention;
T2 = 5 weeks post-intervention.

both from T0 to T1, p = 0.001, d = −0.41, and from T1 to
T2, p = 0.012, d = −0.57, indicating a continuous decrease over
time. IP scores of the training intervention participants, however,
tended to decrease from T0 to T1, p = 0.077, d = −0.34, but
not from T1 to T2, p = 0.982, d = 0.00 pointing to a slight
reduction immediately after the intervention that remained stable
for 5 weeks post-intervention. Participants in the no intervention
condition showed no appreciable change in IP scores from T0
to T2, p = 0.889, d = −0.02. In sum, the results support our
Hypothesis 5. Results are displayed in Figure 1.

Mediation Analysis (Hypotheses 6a and 6b)
To examine which cognitions mediated the effects of the coaching
intervention on IP scores (Hypotheses 6a and 6b), we conducted
a parallel mediation analysis using the PROCESS macro offered
by Hayes (2013). We calculated specific indirect effects using
5,000 bootstrap iterations and made use of Model 4. If the
bias-corrected 95% confidence interval (95% BC CI) does not
include zero, the indirect effect is considered to be significant.
Our mediation analysis included attributional style, self-efficacy,
tendency to cover up errors, and fear of negative evaluation. We
employed Contrast A (coaching intervention vs. no intervention
condition, training intervention vs. no intervention condition as
covariate) as the independent variable to examine the effects on
the dependent variable T2 IP scores.

The analysis revealed a significant total effect, b = −0.43,
SE = 0.11, t(100) = −4.06, p < 0.001. When taking all mediators
into account simultaneously, the prediction of T2 IP scores was
less strong, b = −0.25, SE = 0.11, t(96) = −2.26, p = 0.026,
but still significant. The coaching intervention (Contrast A)
had a significant effect on self-enhancing attributions, b = 0.92,
SE = 0.25, t(100) = 3.73, p < 0.001, on self-efficacy, b = 0.98,
SE = 0.16, t(100) = 6.03, p < 0.001, on the tendency to cover
up errors, b = −0.37, SE = 0.14, t(100) = −2.62, p = 0.010, as
well as on the fear of negative evaluation, b = −0.49, SE = 0.20,
t(100) = −2.43, p = 0.017. With regard to indirect effects, neither
self-enhancing attributions, b = 0.02, SE = 0.04, 95% BC CI
[−0.06, 0.11], nor self-efficacy, b = −0.07, SE = 0.07, 95% BC CI
[−0.20, 0.06], nor the tendency to cover up errors, b = −0.01,

SE = 0.03, 95% BC CI [−0.07, 0.05], had a significant indirect
effect. However, we found a significant total indirect effect,
b = −0.18, SE = 0.08, 95% BC CI [−0.35, −0.02], and a significant
indirect effect regarding fear of negative evaluation, b = −0.12,
SE = 0.06, 95% BC CI [−0.26, −0.02]. Analogously, only fear
of negative evaluation had a significant effect on T2 IP scores,
b = 0.25, SE = 0.05, t(96) = 4.98, p < 0.001, whereas self-enhancing
attributions, b = 0.03, SE = 0.04, t(96) = 0.58, p = 0.564, self-
efficacy, b = −0.07, SE = 0.06, t(96) = −1.17, p = 0.243, and the
tendency to cover up errors, b = 0.04, SE = 0.08, t(96) = 0.47,
p = 0.642, had no significant effect on T2 IP scores. Hence, we
found no support for our Hypothesis 6a. However, there is some
support for our Hypothesis 6b as the fear of negative evaluation
emerged as significant mediating variable between our coaching
intervention and reduced T2 IP scores. The mediation analysis is
illustrated in Figure 2.

DISCUSSION

Based on previous research regarding the IP and mindset theory,
the present investigation explored the impact of interventions
to reduce IP scores. We compared a coaching intervention
with a training intervention and no intervention. Evaluation
analyses revealed that participants in the intervention conditions
were equally satisfied after the coaching and training had
ended. Moreover, all intervention participants made equal utility
judgments about the interventions (supporting Hypothesis 1).
Furthermore, participants in the training intervention obtained
significantly higher knowledge scores compared to those who
received the coaching or no intervention. This supports the
considerations that led to Hypothesis 2, that training in general
promotes the acquisition of knowledge (e.g., Salas and Cannon-
Bowers, 2001; Salas et al., 2012) and may be superior in this
regard. Moreover, coaching intervention participants showed
significantly higher career management immediately as well
as 5 weeks after the intervention, supporting Hypothesis 3.
In line with our predictions concerning the achievement of
personal coaching goals (Hypothesis 4), coaching resulted in
a considerable increase in goal attainment that was sustained
over time. This finding is consistent with research documenting
that coaching is more beneficial than training to facilitate the
achievement of personal goals (Losch et al., 2016). Overall, our
research contributes to the recognition of the direction of clients’
goal-relevant efforts as a distinguishing characteristic of coaching
conversations (Grant and Stober, 2006; Grant, 2012). We turn
next to our main focus, participants’ IP scores. Starting with equal
IP scores across all participants, the coaching intervention turned
out to be superior, revealing a significantly higher reduction
of participants’ IP scores in comparison to both the training
and no intervention, thereby supporting Hypothesis 5. Since we
found an effect of time in addition to an effect of condition,
we can further conclude that the desired coaching intervention
effect was not only sustainable, but even increased over time,
according to the reported values. As stated in Hypotheses 6a
and 6b, we investigated the coaching intervention’s effect on
positive as well as negative features related to mindset theory and
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FIGURE 2 | The effects of the coaching intervention (Contrast A) on IP scores via positive and negative features. Values in square brackets represent the 95%
bias-corrected confidence interval for indirect effects. ∗p < 0.05; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗∗p < 0.001.

the IP. As expected, by applying a parallel mediation analysis
we found that the coaching intervention was able to foster an
increase in participants’ self-enhancing attributions and self-
efficacy, as reported previously (Green et al., 2006; Finn, 2007;
Spence and Grant, 2007; Spence et al., 2008; Moen and Skaalvik,
2009). However, the increased self-efficacy was not significantly
related to decreased IP scores, as predicted by previous research
(Jöstl et al., 2012; McDowell et al., 2015; Neureiter and Traut-
Mattausch, 2017). The findings on self-enhancing attributions
were also less clear, as increased self-enhancing attributions did
not cause decreased IP scores as well. These results require further
discussion as well as more in-depth research as our results imply
that only fostering self-enhancing attributions as well as self-
efficacy do not seem to be enough to effectively reduce expression
of the IP. Regarding negative features (Hypothesis 6b), we were
able to reduce participants’ tendency to cover up errors and their
fear of negative evaluation through the coaching intervention.
This finding represents the successful progress in the coaching
intervention when working on personal attitudes toward errors
and evaluations specifically. Nevertheless, only the reduced fear
of negative evaluation also had a significant effect on reducing
expressions of the IP in our coaching participants. Thus, our
findings indicate that interventions that are able to strengthen
individuals to be less afraid of negative evaluations seem to be the

most effective way for reducing IP fears. This is totally in line with
original descriptions of the IP as impostors live in constant fear
of being exposed as unintelligent or less competent (Clance, 1985;
Harvey and Katz, 1985; Jöstl et al., 2012). If IP affected individuals
are able to reduce their fear of being negatively judged by others,
the IP will no longer be reinforced. If they are able to let go of
their mask of perfection and also show their weaknesses, they will
even be able to learn from mistakes. In turn, a mindset shift from
an entity to a growth mindset will be further encouraged.

All in all, the interventions were created to focus on
directly activating a growth mindset to reduce expressions of
the IP. Indeed, the coaching intervention, where participants
were required to actively engage in deep reflection and
introspection, may have somehow fostered the development
of a growth mindset and was explicitly effective in reducing
IP scores. This offers further support for the findings of
Spence et al. (2008): interventions that rely more on methods
of facilitation and support than on education are able to
achieve greater health behavior change. Generally speaking,
the coaching intervention appeared to be an effective tool for
improving the functioning of individuals in organizations and it
facilitated individuals’ cognitive reframing of work experiences
and attitudes, as suggested in previous research (Grant, 2001;
Theeboom et al., 2014). Our analyses yielded several insights.
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There are a number of mechanisms that could be responsible
for the effectiveness of interventions. Therefore, we considered
two positive features, namely, self-enhancing attributions and
self-efficacy, as well as two negative ones, namely, tendency to
cover up errors and fear of negative evaluation, all of them
central according to mindset theory (Dweck, 1986; Hong et al.,
1999) and the IP. Guided by mindset theory, we made use of
these indicators of a fixed and a growth mindset. A mindset
shift could have been induced by the intervention if a change
in the scores of the presumed indicators had occurred. Our
findings showed that the coaching intervention was able to
foster an increase in participants’ self-enhancing attributions
and self-efficacy. This is in accord with past work (Green
et al., 2006; Finn, 2007; Spence and Grant, 2007; Spence et al.,
2008; Moen and Skaalvik, 2009). Moreover, we were able to
reduce participants’ tendency to cover up errors and their
fear of negative evaluation through the coaching intervention.
Thus, an increase in positive as well as a decrease in negative
features took place, and a shift from a fixed to a growth
mindset in the coaching participants is indicated. Though it is
important to notice that even if a mindset shift is indicated
as all indicators were influenced as expected, only the fear of
negative evaluation reduced IP fears effectively, what will be
discussed later on.

Taken together, all our findings suggest that the coaching
intervention can be seen as an effective way of reducing IP scores
in young employees. Hence, we conclude that fostering a mindset
shift in reducing the fear of negative evaluations by a coaching
intervention is indeed an efficacious way to reduce expressions
of the IP. The strength of this intervention is further supported
by the finding that coaching participants reported significantly
lower IP scores compared to participants who did not receive
any intervention as well as those who received the training
intervention. As we found an effect of time in addition to an effect
of condition, we can further conclude that the intervention effect
is not just sustainable but even increases over time. Although the
effectiveness of coaching was suggested by previous research and
demonstrated in other domains (Grant, 2001; Theeboom et al.,
2014), our results provide the first evidence for such an effect
regarding the IP.

Limitations, Strengths, and Future
Research
The investigation has several limitations, which also highlight
potential future research opportunities. Even though we found
mindset theory to be especially appropriate in this regard, we
measured indicators of the mindsets instead of the perceived
mindsets directly. We did so because we were building on
previous work reporting relations between the IP and the
indicators, such as self-efficacy beliefs (Jöstl et al., 2012; McDowell
et al., 2015; Neureiter and Traut-Mattausch, 2017) or the fear
and overgeneralization of failure (Clance and Imes, 1978; Chae
et al., 1995; Thompson et al., 1998; Ross et al., 2001; Kumar
and Jagacinski, 2006; Neureiter and Traut-Mattausch, 2016a).
Hence, future studies could integrate a mindset measure such
as the Implicit Theory of Intelligence Scale (Dweck et al., 2009)

to make a mindset change even more explicit. Especially, as our
parallel mediation analysis (including all indicators) showed that
only the fear of negative evaluation is a significant mediating
variable between the coaching intervention and the IP. Even if
our coaching intervention effectively increased self-enhancing
attributions and self-efficacy and decreased the tendency to cover
up errors, we did not find any relation with the dependent
variable IP scores. Regarding self-enhancing attributions, one
explanation may be that in the present study we did not
differentiate between attributional style in achievement situations
and social situations, as previous research did: Brauer and Wolf
(2016) found a relationship between attributional style and the
IP in achievement situations, but no significant correlation in
social situations. Building on this consideration, the missing
link between self-enhancing attributions and reduced IP scores
should be further researched using operationalizations that
enable such differentiations. As already mentioned, our analysis
further shows that a reduced fear of negative evaluation emerged
as the only significant mediating variable between the coaching
intervention and the reduced IP scores when all potential
mediators were taken into account. Neither improved self-
enhancing attributions and self-efficacy nor a reduced tendency
to cover up errors could explain this relationship. The finding that
fear of negative evaluation only partially mediates the treatment
effect on the reduction of IP scores indicates that other non-
measured mechanisms explain the efficacy of the intervention.
Therefore, future research should additionally consider other
potential mediating variables. Again building on mindset theory,
the use of the Implicit Theory of Intelligence Scale (Dweck
et al., 2009) may offer different insights. Furthermore, it could
be especially interesting to include more variables that have
already been shown to be related to the IP in the working
context such as job satisfaction or perceived organizational
support (McDowell et al., 2015; Vergauwe et al., 2015) and
may be fostered through a coaching intervention. Another
limitation concerns our measurement of the utility judgment.
The items of the two-item scale by Kauffeld et al. (2009)
showed only a small correlation which might indicate that
the response behavior is inconsistent across the two items.
Hence, we additionally calculated the analyses for each utility
item separately, which revealed similar tendencies and still no
significant results (Fs < 1.60, ps > 0.210). Instead of using
those two items, it would be more adequate to make use
of more items in future research. Furthermore, the outcome
measures were self-reported, and responses could be subject
to a demand characteristic effect in which participants felt
obliged to report less intense impostor fears. However, even
if we cannot rule out such an effect, we assume it is less
likely as it also did not appear in participants who received
the training intervention. Another preventive factor for such
an effect might be that data collection took place online
and participants were informed that anonymity was assured.
Another limitation concerns our sample composition. Despite
being drawn from organizational settings, our participants were
comparatively young employees (average age = 18.39). Moreover,
the sample size was relatively small and the sample skews
male (70/103). As these components significantly reduce the
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generalizability of our findings, a replication of our study using
a bigger gender-balanced sample with more working experience
would be revaluing.

Despite the above limitations, the present study has provided
original data related to the use of interventions for reducing the
IP and have extended the knowledge base on IP intervention
research. Moreover, the current investigation has several
strengths: first is the use of a randomized controlled outcome
design. According to Cavanagh and Grant (2006), this is the
qualitatively best design for quantitative outcome research and
extremely difficult to achieve. In comparison, many studies
have used single group or pre–post within-subject designs
(e.g., Olivero et al., 1997; Grant, 2003; Jones et al., 2006;
Orenstein, 2006). By using this research design, we showed that
as few as nine units over three face-to-face coaching sessions
can be effective in reducing IP scores, extending previous
work finding effective short-term interventions (e.g., Burke
and Linley, 2007; Grant, 2009). Future research should explore
this issue and compare short-term to long-term interventions
regarding the intensity of IP thoughts. Moreover, one should
be explore at what point a more in-depth intervention such as
psychotherapy is required.

Second, we investigated different forms of intervention, which
enabled us to describe different effects. Our findings therefore
provide some information on what intervention might be useful
for the intended outcome, for instance, knowledge increase
or behavior change. Third, in addition to showing an effect
of the intervention on the outcome variable of interest, we
investigated potential process variables, providing insight into
what happens when interventions are applied. This should be of
special interest to researchers exploring mindset theory as well
as the practical impact of coaching in general. In particular, the
impact of a coaching intervention could be researched regarding
other aspects that were shown to be related to the IP as stated
above. Coaching could be used to foster affected individuals’
organizational citizenship behavior and affective commitment
as well as job satisfaction and perceived organizational support
(Grubb and McDowell, 2012; McDowell et al., 2015; Vergauwe
et al., 2015; Neureiter and Traut-Mattausch, 2016b). Moreover,
coaching high-potential professionals who are concerned about
the IP might increase their career planning, career exploration,
career striving, career decision-making skills, and motivation to
lead (Neureiter and Traut-Mattausch, 2016a, 2017).

Practical Implications
A number of practical implications can be drawn from the study.
Reflecting on all our findings encourages us to recommend a
combination of intervention forms and settings. For instance, an
intervention could start with a training session to convey content-
related knowledge in an optimum way, followed by an individual
coaching. Such a combination of settings could have synergetic
effects, as in addition to receiving information, participants can
see that others are affected by IP fears as well. Especially against
the background that our supplementary analysis revealed that the
fear of negative evaluation seems to be a very relevant mediating
variable in the relation of an intervention and the IP. This takes
into account early considerations that a group setting might be
fertile ground for key experiences of recognition and esteem

(Clance et al., 1995). Notable in this regard, our data suggest that
a combination of settings is required, as the dyadic setting had
especially strong effects.

Our findings highlight that career counselors need to help
young employees to promote a growth mindset, especially
by reducing their fear of negative evaluation, when they are
confronted with the IP. They should assist young employees
in managing their fear of failure better so that they become
convinced that learning from failure fosters development. The
findings clearly emphasize how important it is for career
counselors to pay attention to young employees’ implicit theory.
Coaching interventions could be adapted to foster growth beliefs
about work; that is, they could convey information that targets
the participants’ beliefs about work in addition to helping them
internalize this information through experiences. Hence, we
hope that coaching sessions like ours will encourage IP-affected
individuals to feel as competent as they are and to believe in the
growth of abilities even through learning from mistakes.

In addition, the comprehensive evaluation of the intervention
effects allows us to draw conclusions about the acceptance
of and need for IP-focused interventions in organizations.
Employees’ immediate responses to the interventions constitute
a measure of customer satisfaction, which often plays a
role in management’s decision regarding the implementation
and funding of future learning and development activities
(Kirkpatrick, 1994, 1996). As suggested by satisfaction and utility
ratings, the employees were satisfied with the interventions
and considered them to be helpful and relevant to mastering
their job role. Therefore, we are convinced that these kinds of
interventions have the potential to benefit both the employee and
the organization. Organizations should consider using external
(or internal) counselors to provide individual coaching as a
support mechanism in conjunction with employee development
initiatives during employee establishment, thereby building a
self-enhancing error culture at both an organizational and an
individual level.

CONCLUSION

The results presented in this paper show that different
interventions can be used to work on the IP. Whereas a training
intervention could be used to convey content-related knowledge,
dyadic coaching sessions are especially effective in reducing
IP scores. Such coaching is able to increase self-enhancing
attributions and strong self-efficacy beliefs as well as decrease
the tendency to cover up errors and fear of negative evaluation.
These effects are desirable in general but also particularly
considering the IP. This investigation is of high relevance for
individuals as well as for organizations, bearing in mind that
the IP has been shown to have a severe negative impact on
high-potential employees.
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